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Task
Our client, Adobe, was launching
Adobe Social, an integrated suite of
digital marketing tools. The Adobe

promotional leaflet to describe
the product and give details of
the competition – for which we
supplied the design and copy.

marketing team asked Oculus to

We produced three language

come up with a direct marketing

versions – English, French and

package to promote Adobe Social to

German – with the box requiring

European marketing heads. The client

only a black plate change between

was keen for the item to look good,
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the flyer and giveaways, added
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personalised labels and posted
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them to addresses supplied
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Action
We created design visuals showing
a choice of approach and packaging
based on a ‘box of memories’ –
effectively a forerunner of Facebook.
Our concept, a mock Havana cigar
box, featured internal graphics
representing a typical mix of
memorabilia, including holiday
snaps, tickets and labels. Initially,
we created dummy versions to
prove the concept and modified
our designs based on client feedback
before finalising the creative.

Find out more
If you’d like to find out what
we can do for you, call us on
0118 958 9815 or visit our website
at www.oculus.co.uk
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Client

“ Thank you for all the work that you have done for us on
the direct mailers. They were great! ”
Adobe

